The use of hyaluronan and its sulphated derivative patterned with micrometric scale on glass substrate in melanocyte cell behaviour.
Surface microfabrication techniques were widely utilised for the spatial control of in vitro cell behaviour. A photo-immobilisation procedure was utilised to create micropatterned surfaces: four different stripe patterns (100, 50, 25 and 10 microm) of hyaluronan (Hyal) and its sulphated derivative (HyalS) on silanised glass substrate were obtained.The morphological analysis showed that the surface topography showed regular stripes of 100, 50, 25 and 10 microm wide and ranging from 300 nm up to 1 microm in thickness. They reproduced the exact photo-mask pattern: glass stripes alternating with polysaccharide ones. On the contrary, Hyal microstructures showed just a topographic pattern as the glass stripes appeared to be covered by a thin layer of the macromolecule by TOF-SIMS. Cell adhesion studies demonstrated that melanocytes adhered and oriented within the first 2h of culture on HyalS microdomains and not on Hyal microstructures where they spread on glass substrate around the patterned area. Double photo-immobilised samples characterised by a 100 microm stripe pattern of Hyal or HyalS on the top of a continuous layer of the two polysaccharides were also created in order to investigate the effect of the topography on cell behaviour. The obtained results demonstrated that melanocytes adhered on HyalS stripes while on the Hyal micropatterned surfaces they spread on silanised glass substrate around the structured area, resulting in the exclusion of the topographic pattern.